Faculty of Medieval and Modern Languages and Faculty of Linguistics, Philology, and Phonetics

Romance Linguistics Seminars
Convener: Professor Martin Maiden

The following seminars will be given at 5pm on Thursdays at 47 Wellington Square

Serena Romagnoli, Zurich
24 Jan: ‘Morphology and syntax of the verb in the Italo-Romance variety of Castelcavallino’

Dr Jenelle Thomas
31 January: ‘Reporting the past in colonial Louisiana: evidence from French and Spanish epistolary and legal texts’

Nicola Swinburne
7 Feb: ‘The semantics of questions with do-support in the N. Italian Camuno dialect’

Dr Alessandra Petrocchi
21 Feb: ‘Reconstructing the lexicon of a vernacular manuscript from Renaissance Italy: between multilingual influences and local traits’

Dr Chiara Cappellaro and Dr Sandra Kotzor
28 February: ‘Effects of knowledge of French on the recognition of Romance loans in English: behavioural evidence’